
Refugees are not given a fair go in everyday Australian society. They are
mocked by the Australian government and given a hard time by Australian
Companies by either not employing them or employing at low pay. We need
to remember they are also human beings and have feelings as well. Not
only are these but they are children who are being looked up at such age
even at 3 years old these children have hardly not lived a life they are
still learning there local language. Seeing we are such a multicultural
country there should be no problem with these fellow human beings to
stay in our wonderful land. The citizens should realise that is a breach of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights right number 11, 3 and various
other rights.

Families have come to this risking life and limb first escaping the war
ridden country they have come from and then a hellish boat ride across
the ocean being sick and all those gory details. The average Australian
child has no idea on what is happening around them they in there country
I'm sure that if they were informed about this atrocity they to would
feel as strongly about this topic as I do. I think that people should just
think about and say what if I was in that position seeing your house get
blown up and even if you did survive getting out of the country and then
the boat ride and if some how survived that you get looked up in
detention centre and forgotten about or labelled a terrorist. So if feel
as strongly about it as I do than speak out and think about that forgotten
soul in those detention centres and rally to get them out. So please will
someone think about the children.
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